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Fig. 1. In this work, we propose GoMatch to tackle visual localization w.r.t. a scene
represented as a 3D point cloud. By relying only on geometric information for matching,
GoMatch allows structure-based methods to achieve localization solely through the use
of keypoints, sidestepping the need to store visual descriptors for matching. Keeping
only the minimal representation of a 3D model, i.e., its coordinates, leads to a more
scalable pipeline towards large-scale localization that bypasses privacy concerns and is
easy to maintain.
Abstract. In this paper, we propose to go beyond the well-established
approach to vision-based localization that relies on visual descriptor
matching between a query image and a 3D point cloud. While matching keypoints via visual descriptors makes localization highly accurate,
it has significant storage demands, raises privacy concerns and requires
update to the descriptors in the long-term. To elegantly address those
practical challenges for large-scale localization, we present GoMatch, an
alternative to visual-based matching that solely relies on geometric information for matching image keypoints to maps, represented as sets of
bearing vectors. Our novel bearing vectors representation of 3D points,
significantly relieves the cross-modal challenge in geometric-based matching that prevented prior work to tackle localization in a realistic environment. With additional careful architecture design, GoMatch improves over prior geometric-based matching work with a reduction of
(10.67m, 95.7◦ ) and (1.43m, 34.7◦ ) in average median pose errors on
Cambridge Landmarks and 7-Scenes, while requiring as little as 1.5/1.7%
⋆
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of storage capacity in comparison to the best visual-based matching
methods. This confirms its potential and feasibility for real-world localization and opens the door to future efforts in advancing city-scale visual
localization methods that do not require storing visual descriptors.

1

Introduction

In this paper we tackle scalable, data-driven visual localization. The ability to
localize a query image within a 3D map based representation of the environment
is vital in many applications, ranging from robotics to virtual and augmented
reality. In past years, researchers have made a significant progress in visionbased localisation [25, 20, 72, 42, 46, 51, 30, 74, 65, 54]. The majority of methods [67, 25, 72, 51, 65] rely on a pre-built 3D representation of the environment,
typically obtained using structure-from-motion (SfM) techniques [57, 59]. Such
3D maps store 3D points and D-dimensional visual feature descriptors [55]. To
determine the pose of a query image, i.e., its 3D position and orientation, these
methods match visual descriptors, obtained from the query image, with the ones
stored in the point cloud. Once image-to-point-cloud matches are established, a
Perspective-n-Point (PnP) solver [36, 27] is used to estimate the camera pose.
While working well in practice, this approach suffers from several drawbacks.
First, we need to explicitly store per-point visual descriptors for point clouds,
which hinders its applicability to large-scale environments due to the expensive
storage requirement. Second, this limits the applicability to point clouds with
specific descriptors, which increases the 3D map descriptor maintenance effort
– maps need to be re-built or updated to be used in conjunction with newly
developed descriptors [24]. Third, this approach in practice necessitates a visual
descriptor exchange between the server (storing the 3D model and descriptors)
and an online feature extractor. This is a point of privacy vulnerability, as human identities and personal information can be recovered from visual descriptors
intercepted during the transmission [48, 23, 22, 16, 26, 29, 63, 28]. The aforementioned issues lead to the main question we pose in this paper: can we localize an
image without relying on visual descriptors? This would significantly reduce the
map storage demands and get rid of descriptor maintenance. Recently, Campbell
et al . [10, 40] showed that it is feasible to directly match 2D image keypoints
with a 3D point cloud using only geometrical cues. However, this is limited to
ideal scenarios where outliers are not present. This assumption does not hold
in real-world scenes and is not directly applicable to challenging visual localization. This is not surprising, as relying only on geometrical cues is a significantly
more challenging compared to matching visual descriptors. In contrast to a single 2D/3D point coordinate, a visual descriptor provides a rich visual context,
since it is commonly extracted from the local image patch centered around a
keypoint [25, 20, 72, 42].
In this paper, we achieve significant progress in making keypoints-to-point
cloud direct matching ready for real-world visual localization. To cope with noisy
images, point clouds, and inevitably keypoint outliers, we present GoMatch, a
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novel neural network architecture that relies on Geometrical information only.
GoMatch leverages self- and cross- attention mechanisms to establish initial correspondences between image keypoints and point clouds, and further improves
the matching robustness by filtering match outliers using a classifier. To the best
of our knowledge, GoMatch is the first approach that is applicable to visual localization in the wild and does not rely on storage-demanding visual descriptors.
In particular, compared to its prior work on geometric matching-based localization, GoMatch leads to a reduction of (10.67m, 95.7◦ ) and (1.43m, 34.7◦ ) in
average median pose errors on Cambridge Landmarks dataset [35] and 7-Scenes
dataset [61], confirming its potential in real-world visual localization.
We summarize our contributions as the following: (i) we develop a novel
method to match query keypoints to a point cloud relying only on geometrical
information; (ii) We bridge the difference in data modalities between a 2D image
keypoint to a 3D point by representing it with its bearing vectors projected into
co-visible reference views and show this is remarkably more robust compared
to direct cross-modal matching; (iii) Our extensive evaluation shows that our
method significantly outperforms prior work, effectively enabling real-world visual localization based on geometric-only matching; (iv) Finally, we thoroughly
compare our method to the well-established visual localization baselines and
discuss advantages and disadvantages of each approach. With this analysis, we
hope to open the door for future progress towards more general and scalable
structure-based methods for visual localization, which do not critically rely on
storing visual descriptors, thereby reducing storage, relieving privacy concerns
and eliminating the need for descriptor maintenance.

2

Related Work

Structure-Based Localization. Methods of this kind [53, 50, 66, 58, 5] commonly establish explicit correspondences between the query image pixels and
the 3D points of the environment to compute the query image pose from the
established matches using PnP solvers [36, 27]. Keypoint correspondences are
made by computing and matching visual descriptors for each keypoint from a
query and database images [25, 20, 72, 42, 30, 51, 65]. Another recent work [52]
iteratively optimizes a camera pose by minimizing visual descriptor distances
between the 3D points observed in the query and the reference images. While it
does not establish matches, it relies on visual descriptors extracted from a neural
network and requires 3D points. Structure-based localization methods achieve
impressive localization accuracy and state-of-the-art performance [50, 20, 51] in
the long-term localization benchmark [54, 67].
Practical Challenges in Structure-Based Localization. Despite being
highly accurate, modern localization solutions encounter practical challenges
when deployed onto real-life applications, spanning city-level scale. The challenges are threefold: i) Relying on visual descriptors [20, 25, 72, 42] makes the
system demanding in storage1 as shown in Table 1. To reduce storage require1

Storage as in non-volatile preservation of data, in contrast to volatile memory.
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Table 1. On the challenges of large-scale structure-based localization. Analysis is performed on the MegaDepth [39] composed of many landmarks (similar to city districts),
acting as an example of a city-scale dataset. We compare visual-based matching (VM)
and geometric-based matching (GM) methods by analysing their storage requirement
and considering whether a method requires to maintain map descriptors as well as
provides privacy protection (c.f . the supplementary for more details.) For structuredbased localization, scene coordinates (3D) and camera metadata (Cameras) are stored
to obtain 2D-3D correspondences. In contrast to VM methods that need to additionally
store visual descriptors or extract descriptors on-the-fly from the raw images, we show
that using GM instead of VM, significantly reduces storage requirements, safeguards
user privacy and bypasses the need for descriptor maintenance [24].

Method

Desc.
Privacy
Database Storage (GB, ↓)
Maintenance
Cameras (MB) 3D Raw Ims
Descs

SIFT [41]
VM SuperPoint [20]
Extract on-the-fly

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

15.73
15.73
15.73

3.44
3.44
3.44

✗
✗
157.84

Geometric-based Matching

✓

✓

15.73

3.44

✗

Total

130.10 (uint8) 133.33
1040.76 (fp32) 1044.21
✗
161.29
✗

3.45

ment of the 3D scene representation, compression can be done by keeping a
subset of the 3D points [14, 13, 43] and quantising [13, 69, 17] the descriptors
associated with the 3D points. HybridSC [13] stands out among the existing
work, with its extreme compression rate and minimal accuracy loss. ii) Localization methods following a server-client model need to transmit visual descriptors between the server and client, which exposes the model to a risk of
a privacy breach [48, 23, 22, 16]. To mitigate this issue, recent work [47, 26]
developed descriptors that are more robust against privacy attacks with slightly
lower accuracy. iii) With the ongoing advancements in local features methods [20, 25, 72, 42, 47, 26], continuously updating scene descriptors is a foreseeable demand [24] for visual-based matching methods. However, such an update
requires either re-building the map with new descriptors or transforming the
existing descriptors [24] to new ones. In this paper, we propose an orthogonal
direction to address the storage, privacy and descriptor maintenance challenges
in structure-based localization by relying solely on more lightweight geometric
information for matching.
End-to-End Learned Localization. A recent trend of methods leverage datadriven techniques to learn to localize in an end-to-end manner, without relying
on point clouds. This is achieved by either regressing scene coordinates, regressing the camera’s absolute pose or regressing its relative pose w.r.t. to a database
image. Scene coordinate regression methods [5, 6, 8, 3, 15, 38, 73] directly regress
dense 3D scene coordinates from 2D images. However, they need to be re-trained
for every new scene due to their lack of generalization [5, 6, 15, 7]. In certain
cases, multiple instances of the same network are trained on sub-regions of the
scene, due to the limited capacity of a single network [7]. Therefore, it is unclear
how to scale these methods [5, 6, 8, 3, 15, 38, 73], that are traditionally evaluated only on small indoor rooms, to large-scale scenes. Absolute pose regression
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(APR) methods implicitly encode the scene representation inside the network
and directly regress the pose from the query image [35, 33, 34, 49, 71]. While
earlier methods required training a model per scene and have been shown to overfit to the viewpoints and appearance of the training images [56], recent work in
multi-scene APR [4, 60] loosened the per-scene training requirements. Compared
to multi-scene APR, our method generalizes across scenes as other structurebased localization methods (c.f . Section 5.5) while addressing its aforementioned
practical challenges. Another related approach that sidesteps maintaining a 3D
model with visual descriptors, is to regress relative camera poses [21, 75, 2, 37]
from a query image to its relevant database images. However, directly regressing
the geometric transformations in general leads to limited generalization [56, 75].
Direct Geometric Keypoint Matching. Matching image keypoints directly
to 3D point clouds while jointly estimating pose has been widely investigated
under relatively constrained environments [19, 45, 9, 11, 12, 40, 10]. Some require pose initialization [19] or pose distribution priors [45], while others, based
on globally optimal estimators, have prohibitive runtime requirements in order
to produce accurate estimates [9, 11, 12]. In contrast, the recent state-of-the-art,
data-driven, geometric matching approaches [40, 10] strike a good compromise
between pose accuracy and time required to produce an accurate estimate. Despite not producing globally optimal solutions, BPnPNet [10] is able to estimate
a reliable pose in a fraction of a second. Given a set of 2D keypoints in the query
image and a set of 3D points in the scene point cloud, BPnPNet jointly estimates matches between these two sets purely based on geometric information.
However, this approach was shown to work in idealistic scenarios assuming no
outlier keypoints and, as we experimentally demonstrate, the matching performance degrades significantly once outliers are introduced. The outlier-free assumption clearly does not hold for challenging real-world localization scenarios
as map building and keypoint detection are all challenging tasks, prone to errors
and noise. In our work, we build upon BPnPNet and design a geometric matching module that is robust against keypoint outliers. We show in Section 5.3 that
our approach significantly outperforms BPnPNet in matching keypoints with
noisy outliers, effectively enabling the applicability of geometric-based matching
to real-world visual localization.

3

Task Definition

Structure-Based Localization Pipeline. Structure-based methods assume
as input a query image, a 3D point cloud of the scene, and database images
with known poses. These methods first retrieve a set of database images that
are co-visible with the query image, i.e., have a visual overlap, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Next, after narrowing down the search space, they establish 2D-3D
correspondences between the query image keypoints and a (retrieved) subset
of the 3D point cloud. This set of correspondences can be used to estimate the
query image pose using a PnP solver [32, 27]. The majority of prior work [25, 20,
72, 42, 30, 51, 50] rely on storage-consuming visual descriptors, stored together
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Fig. 2. Co-visible views & keypoint representations. Retrieving co-visible reference
images (views) of a query image, narrows the matching against a full 3D point cloud
to a subset of points that are more likely to be visible to the query image. Each 3D
point can be represented differently by: 1) its 3D coordinate; 2) a visual descriptor that
incorporates local appearance; or 3) a bearing vector that represents the direction from
the reference camera origin to a 3D point in normalized coordinates. In this paper, we
explore keypoint matching using representations 1) and 3).

with the point cloud, to establish 2D-3D matches. The key challenge we address
is how to establish those correspondences without visual descriptors.
Problem Formulation. We assume two point sets, one with 2D keypoint
coordinates in the image plane pi ∈ R2 , and the second containing 3D point
coordinates qj ∈ R3 . We seek the matching set M := {(i, j)|pi = π(qj ; K, R, t)},
i.e., the set of index pairs i and j, for which if the j-th 3D keypoint is projected
to the image plane, it matches the coordinates specified by the corresponding ith 2D point. The camera intrinsic matrix K ∈ R3×3 is assumed to be known, and
the operator π(·) represents the camera projection function, which transforms
3D points onto the camera’s frame of reference and projects them to the image
plane according to the camera’s intrinsics. Our goal is to find the correct 2D-3D
keypoint matches for accurate pose estimation.
Keypoint Representation. We represent 2D pixels using 2D coordinates
(u, v) ∈ R2 in the image plane. To learn a matching function that is agnostic to
different camera models, we uplift those 2D points into a bearing vector representation b ∈ R2 , effectively removing the effect of the camera intrinsics. Bearing
vectors encode the direction (or bearing) of points in a camera’s frame of reference. We compute bearing vectors from image pixels as: [b⊤ 1]⊤ ∝ K−1 [u v 1]⊤ .
For a 3D point, we consider two different representations (see Fig. 2): (i) as 3D
coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ R3 w.r.t. a 3D world reference/origin; and (ii) as a bearing vector w.r.t. a reference database image. The bearing vector representation
allows bringing both 2D pixels and 3D points to the same data modality. Given
a 3D point p ∈ R3 and transformation (R, t) from the world to the database
image’s frame of reference, we compute the corresponding bearing vector as:
  \vec p' = \mat R \vec p + \vec t, \,\,\, [\vec b^\top \, 1]^\top = \vec p' / {p'_z}, 

(1)

where p′ represents p in the camera’s frame of reference, and p′z represents its
z coordinate. As shown in Table 1, these geometric-based point representations
require significantly lower storage compared to visual descriptor based ones, e.g.,
as low as 3% compared to the storage of modern descriptors.
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Fig. 3. GoMatch components overview. The query image and database keypoints first
undergo a feature encoder E to generate per-point features. We share encoders in the
query and database branch when database points are represented as bearing vectors
otherwise not. These features are refined in the attention layer and then used in the
Sinkhorn matching stage to establish an initial set of candidate matches, from which
erroneous matches are filtered with an outlier rejection layer.

4

Geometric-Only Matching

BPnPNet in a Nutshell. BPnPNet [10] made great progress towards establishing correspondence between the query keypoints and 3D point cloud in
the absence of visual descriptors. It proposes an end-to-end trainable, differentiable matcher that performs 2D to 3D cross modal matching without relying
on appearance information. While this is a step in the right direction, we show
in Section 5.3 that it does not scale to the real-world visual localization scenarios where outliers, i.e. points without a match, are pervasive. Direct 2D-3D
matching of sparse keypoints is a challenging problem due to low amount of
discriminative data, i.e. points no longer have a local visual appearance, and
its cross-modal nature. In a nutshell, BPnPNet (i) encodes points to obtain per
point features, (ii) establishes matches using the Sinkhorn algorithm [18, 62],
which finds the optimal assignment between geometrical features, and finally,
(iii) leverages a differentiable PnP solver that imposes an additional pose supervision on the network. In the following, we build on the observation that the
lightweight geometric feature encoder does not possess the necessary representational power to produce features that generalize simultaneously to situations
with and without outliers.
4.1

GoMatch: Embracing Outliers

In GoMatch we (i) propose architectural changes that enable resilience to outliers and (ii) cast the cross-modal nature of 2D-3D matching to an intra-modal
setting through the use of bearing vectors. Below, we explain the details of these
contributions, which are experimentally validated to be all necessary and critical to outlier-robust geometric matching in Section 5.3. We refer to Fig. 3 for a
visual overview of the entire network. Furthermore, we add an outlier rejection
layer to retain only quality matches from the Sinkhorn outputs. While we introduce the novel network components in the following paragraphs, we refer the
reader to the supplementary material for an in-depth description of all network
components.
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Feature Refinement through Attention. In BPnPNet, each keypoint node
is processed in parallel with an MLP-style encoder to extract features directly
for matching, and information exchange happens only in the Sinkhorn matching
stage. This might lead to a learned feature representation which lacks context
information within each 2D/3D modality and cross modality. Based on this
assumption, we explore adding information exchange prior to matching. To enhance the context information within each modality, we apply self-attention to
the raw encoded features where a graph neural network [31] refines features of
every keypoint by exchanging the information with a fixed number of closest
neighbors in coordinate space. This is followed by cross-attention [70], where
every keypoint from one modality will interact with all keypoints from the other
modality through a sequence of multi-head attention layers. By stacking several blocks of such self-/cross-attention layers, we are able to learn more representative features, which allows Sinkhorn to identify significantly better outlier
matches.
Outlier Rejection. After Sinkhorn matching, the estimated corresponding
pairs may still contain outlier matches. To filter those, we follow [44] and add a
classifier that takes in the concatenated geometric features from the query and
database keypoints, and predicts confidence scores for all matches. Estimated
correspondences with confidence below a threshold (0.5 in practice) are rejected.
Matching with Bearing Vectors. Directly matching 2D keypoints to crossmodal 3D coordinates is challenging because it requires the network to learn features that have to consider not only the relationship between keypoints, but also
the influence of different camera poses. Furthermore, the different distributions
of 3D point clouds between datasets, e.g., different scene sizes or different gravity directions, are particularly challenging for a single encoder to learn. Based
on this observation, we propose to leverage the bearing vector representation of
the database points to sidestep the difference in data modalities. In addition to
nullifying the effects of the camera intrinsics, projecting 3D points as bearing
vectors onto a “covisible” frame that is closer to the query frame (compared
to the world reference frame), effectively mitigates the influence of the camera
pose (viewpoint changes) during matching, albeit dependent on the quality of retrieval. Finally, bearing vectors provide a common modality between query and
database keypoints, eliminating the need for a separate encoder. As we demonstrate in our experimental section, the change in input type has a substantial
positive effect.
4.2

Training GoMatch

All of our models are trained to learn feature matching and outlier filtering
jointly, using a matching loss and an outlier rejection loss.
Matching Loss. The Sinkhorn matching layer is trained to output a discrete
joint probability distribution of two sets of keypoints
being
matched. We denote
PN +1
PM +1
+1×N +1
this distribution as P̃ ∈ RM
,
such
that
+
i=1
j=1 P̃ij = 1, i.e., is a
valid probability distribution. Here, M and N denote the total number of query
and database keypoints considered during the matching. We include an extra row
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and column to allow keypoints not to be matched. We employ a negative log loss
to the joint discrete probability distribution. Consider the set of all ground truth
matches M, as well as the set of unmatched query keypoints Uq and database
keypoints Ud . The matching loss is of the form:
  L_{\text {match}} = - \frac {1}{N_m} \biggl (\sum _{(i, j) \in \mathcal {M}} \log \tilde {\mat P}_{ij} + \sum _{i \in \mathcal {U}_{q}} \log \tilde {\mat P}_{i(N + 1)} + \sum _{j \in \mathcal {U}_{d}} \log \tilde {\mat P}_{(M + 1)j} \biggr ), 

(2)

where Nm = |M| + |Uq | + |Ud |.
Outlier Rejection Loss. For the outlier rejection layer we employ a mean
weighted binary cross-entropy loss:
  L_{\text {or}} = - \frac {1}{N_c}\sum _{i=1}^{N_c} w_i \left (y_i \log p_i + (1 - y_i) \log (1 - p_i) \right ), 

(3)

where Nc denotes the total number of correspondences supplied to the outlier
rejection layer. The term pi denotes the classifier output probability for each
correspondence, while yi denotes the correspondence target label, and wi is the
weight balancing the negative and positive samples. Our final loss balances both
terms equally, i.e., Ltotal = Lmatch + Lor . We present implementation details
about training and testing process in our supplementary material.

5

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we thoroughly study the potential of using our proposed geometricbased matching for the task of real-world visual localization. We start our experiments by testing the robustness of BPnPNet [10] and GoMatch with keypoint outliers. Next, we verify our technical contribution of successfully diagnosing the missing components leading to robust geometric matching and enabling
geometry-based visual localization. Furthermore, we position gemetric-based localization among other state-of-the-art visual localization approaches by comprehensively analysing each method in terms of localization accuracy, descriptor
maintenance effort [24], privacy risk, and storage demands (Section 5.4). Finally,
we present a generalization study (Section 5.5) to highlight that our proposed
method generalizes across different types of datasets and keypoint detectors. We
hope that our in-depth study serves as a starting point of this rarely explored new
direction, and inspires new work to advance scalable visual localization through
geometric-only matching in the future.
5.1

Datasets

We use MegaDepth [39] for training and ablations, given its large scale. It consists of images captured in-the-wild from 196 outdoor landmarks. We adopt the
original test set proposed in [39], and split the remaining sequences into training
and validation sets. After verifying our best models on Megadepth, we evaluate
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them on the popular Cambridge Landmarks [35] (Cambridge) dataset which consists of 4 outdoor scenes of different scales. It allows for convenient comparison
to other localization approaches. We use the reconstructions released by [52]. In
addition, we evaluate on the indoor 7-Scenes [61] dataset to further assess the
generalization capability of our method. 7-Scenes is composed of dense point
clouds captured by an RGB-D sensor, and thus provides an alternative environment with different keypoint distributions, in both 2D images and 3D point
clouds. We perform evaluation on the official test splits released by the Cambridge and 7-Scenes datasets. We provide detailed information about training
data generation using MegaDepth in the supplementary.
5.2

Experimental Setup

Keypoint Detection. For MegaDepth and Cambridge, we use respectively
SIFT [41] and SuperPoint [20], preserving the same keypoint detector used to
reconstruct their 3D models. For 7-Scenes, we use both SIFT and SuperPoint to
extract keypoints for both 2D images and 3D point cloud given RGB-D images.
Retrieval Pairs. We use ground truth to sample retrieval pairs that have at
least 35% visual overlap in MegaDepth to ensure enough matches are present
during training, as well as to isolate the side-effect of retrieval performance during
ablations. For evaluation and comparison to state-of-the-art localization methods, we follow [52] and use their top-10 pairs retrieved using NetVLAD [1] on
Cambridge and DenseVLAD [68] on 7-Scenes.
Matching Baselines.
We consider BPnPNet [10] as our geometric-based
matching baseline. For a fair comparison, we re-train BPnPNet using our training data. Our visual-based matching baselines use SIFT [41] and SuperPoint [20]
(SP) as keypoint descriptors. To match visual descriptors, we use nearest neighbor search [46] with mutual consistency by default and SuperGlue [51] (SG).
Localization Pipeline. Following the state-of-the-art structure-based localization, e.g., HLoc [50], we first obtain up to k = 10 retrieval pairs between a
query and database images. Then we establish per-pair 2D to 3D matches using
either a geometric-based or a visual-based matching model, and then merge results from k pairs based on their matching scores to estimate camera poses. For
fairness, all matching baselines use identical retrieval pairs and identical settings
for the PnP+RANSAC solver [32].
Evaluation Metrics. For MegaDepth, we follow BPnPNet [10] to report the
pose error quantiles at 25/50/75% for the translation and rotation (◦ ) errors as
evaluation metrics. However, as the scale unit of MegaDepth is undetermined and
varies between scenes, the translation errors are not consistent between scenes.
Therefore, we propose a new metric based on pixel-level reprojection errors that
preserves scene consistency. For each query, we project its inlier 3D keypoints
using the predicted and the ground-truth poses. We then report the area under
the cumulative curve (AUC) of the mean reprojection error up to 1/5/10px,
inspired by the pose error based AUC metric used in [64, 52]. We report the
commonly used median translation (m) and rotation (◦ ) errors [35, 56, 13] perscene on Cambridge and 7-Scenes.
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Fig. 4. Influence of keypoint outlier rate. In contrast to prior work BPnPnet [10],
GoMatch is significantly more robust against keypoint outliers thanks to the more
powerful attention-based architecture as well as our novel formulation of matching
bearing vectors instead of cross-modal features.

5.3

Ablations

We perform ablation studies with MegaDepth’s [39] test split, where all retrieval
pairs have guaranteed 35% co-visibility, to focus purely on matching performance. In addition, we study the effect of using a single co-visible reference view
(k = 1) as a minimal setting, as well as multiple views, e.g., k = 10, following the
common practice in hierarchical structure-based localization [52, 56]. To better
understand the new AUC metric, we also present an Oracle that uses ground
truth matches as its prediction. It is used to show the upper-bound performance
that can be achieved using our metric and generated data.
Sensitivity to Keypoint Outliers. In a real-world localization setting, the
detected query image keypoints will often be noisy and will not have a direct
correspondence in the 3D point cloud. Keypoint matching methods thus need
to be able to cope with outliers. We first study whether our baseline has this
capability by manually increasing the maximum outlier rate, ranging from 0 to
1. The outlier rate is computed as the number of keypoints without a match
divided by the total number of keypoints, taking the maximum between 2D and
3D. For all other experiments, we do not control keypoint the outlier rate to
properly mimic realistic conditions. As shown in Fig. 4, the Oracle stays round
55/90/94% (AUC@1/5/10px). The large error at 1px is due to our match generation process (c.f . supplementary for a detailed discussion). BPnPNet [10]
slightly outperforms GoMatch at 1px threshold, being similarly accurate to us
at 5/10px thresholds in the absence of outliers. However, as the ratio of outliers
increases, the performance of BPnPNet drastically drops, while GoMatch gracefully handles outliers, i.e., GoMatch is always above 80% at 5/10px up to 50% of
outliers. This experiment confirms that GoMatch is significantly more robust to
outliers compared to BPnPNet. This outlier robustness is achieved through careful modifications to the network architecture and 3D point representation, both
validated by a thorough performance analysis presented in the next sections.
Architecture-Level Analysis. In Table 2 (Top), we present the Oracle and
BPnPNet [10] re-trained on our data for a direct comparison with GoMatch. This
is paired with additional variants, progressively transitioning from BPnPNet
to GoMatch. We found that shared encoding brings performance gains up to
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Table 2. GoMatch ablation. Top: We present Oracle for reference and re-trained BPnPNet [10] as our baseline. Middle: We study how the 3D representation (Repr.) and
architectural changes influences the performance. Using bearing vector (BVs) instead
of 3D coordinates (Coords) as representation and introducing feature attention (Att)
are the most crucial factors to the performance improvement. Together with further
benefits from the outlier rejection (OR) component and sharing the query and database
keypoint feature encoders leads us to the full GoMatch model (Bottom). All results
rely on a singe retrieval image unless stated otherwise, e.g., k = 10.
Model

3D
Repr.

Share
Att OR
Encoder

Rotation (◦ )
Translation
Quantile@25/50/75% (↓)

Reproj. AUC (%)
@1/5/10px (↑)

Oracle
BPnPNet
Coords
BPnPNet (k = 10) Coords

✗
✗

✗
✗

✗
✗

0.03/0.06/0.10
15.17/31.05/59.78
16.03/33.27/63.90

0.00/0.00/0.01
1.67/3.14/5.31
1.59/3.24/5.80

54.58/90.37/94.87
0.34/0.83/1.21
0.56/1.08/1.50

BVs
BVs
BVs
BVs
Coords

✗
✓
✓
✗
✗

✗
✗
✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗
✓
✓

12.19/27.68/58.22
9.16/22.62/53.20
0.55/8.08/29.34
0.38/7.46/31.75
4.09/23.56/63.21

1.26/2.8/5.14
0.98/2.38/4.72
0.05/0.84/3.34
0.04/0.83/3.73
0.37/2.53/5.93

0.37/1.48/2.18
0.85/3.09/4.36
9.13/25.71/31.65
10.22/28.17/33.69
3.81/13.54/17.46

BVs
BVs

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

0.36/6.97/29.85
0.03/0.69/3.38
10.30/29.08/34.79
0.15/0.95/13.00 0.01/0.09/1.55 15.14/42.39/51.24

Variants

GoMatch
GoMatch(k = 10)

0.48/1.61/2.18 AUC percentage points. Adding feature attention on top leads to
a significant improvement of 8.28/22.62/27.29 AUC percentage points. By further adding the outlier rejection increases the AUC by 1.17/3.37/3.14 percentage
points. We conclude that these network components yield 9.93/27.6/32.61 percentage points of improvements in terms of AUC scores when using bearing
vectors the representation.
Representation-Level Analysis. Using 3D coordinates (Coords) instead of
bearing vectors (BVs), even with attention and outlier rejection, hinders performance dramatically by 6.49/15.54/17.33 percentage points. If we only change
the representation from Coords to BVs, without attention nor outlier rejection,
the improvement is merely 0.31/1.29/1.9 percentage points. Therefore, we verify
the bearing vector representation is as important as the architectural changes,
and both contribute towards keypoint outlier resilience. By modifying both architecture and representation, GoMatch outperforms the re-trained BPnPNet
by 9.96/28.25/33.58 AUC percentage points.
Utilizing Multiple Co-visible Images. As shown in Table 2, when using
k = 10 co-visible views, both methods improved their result: BPnPNet by a small
margin and GoMatch by a large margin of 4.84/13.31/16.45 AUC percentage
points. We thus use k = 10 for all of the following experiments.
5.4

Comparison to Localization Baselines

Following the discussion in Section 2, we comprehensively compare GoMatch
with other established baselines by looking beyond localization performance,
and considering as well the storage footprint, resiliency to privacy attacks, and
descriptor maintenance. As shown in Table 3, HLoc with SuperPoint and Super-
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Table 3. Comparison to existing localization baselines. We consider end-to-end (E2E)
methods and structure-based methods that either matches visual descriptors (VM) or
geometries (GM). We report median translation and angular error for each landmark
and combined storage requirements for operating on all landmarks. No Desc. Maint.
is checked if a method does not require descriptor updates in the long run. Privacy is
checked if a method is resilient to existing known privacy attacks.

GM

VM

E2E

Method

Storage No Desc.
King’s College Old Hospital Shop Facade St. Mary’s Church
Privacy
(MB)
Maint.
Median Pose Error (m, ◦ ) (↓)
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

1.92/5.40
0.18/0.30
1.73/3.65
0.83/1.47

2.31/5.38
0.20/0.30
2.55/4.05
1.81/2.39

1.46/8.08
0.06/0.30
2.92/7.49
0.86/3.07

2.65/8.48
0.13/0.40
2.67/6.18
1.62/3.99

HybridSC [13]
3.13
Active Search [53]
812.7
HLoc [50](w.SP [20]) 3214.84
HLoc(w.SP+SG [51]) 3214.84

✗
✗
✗
✗

?
✗
✗
✗

0.81/0.59
0.42/0.55
0.16/0.38
0.12/0.20

0.75/1.01
0.44/1.01
0.33/1.04
0.15/0.30

0.19/0.54
0.12/0.40
0.07/0.54
0.04/0.20

0.50/0.49
0.19/0.54
0.16/0.54
0.07/0.21

BPnPNet [10]
GoMatch

✓
✓

✓
✓

26.73/106.99
0.25/0.64

24.8/162.99
2.83/8.14

7.53/107.17
0.48/4.77

11.11/49.74
3.35/9.94

PoseNet [35]
DSAC++ [6]
MSPN [4]
MS-Transformer [60]

200
828
71.1

48.15
48.15

Glue is the most accurate method but also has the highest storage requirements
while being vulnerable to privacy attacks. Using HLoc with a newly developed
descriptor method will require the map to be updated. In end-to-end methods,
DSAC++ is the most accurate method while being resilient to privacy attacks as
it does not need to transmit visual descriptors. However, as it requires 4 model
versions trained per-scene, it requires 828 MB storage to work under 4 scenes
compared to our 48.12 MB. HybridSC as the most storage-efficient method keeps
only 1.5% if its original points via compression. However, it is unclear whether
the privacy issue still remains for this method since it still relies on full visual
descriptors to perform matching. Notice, compressing scene structure can be
theoretically combined with GoMatch to lower our storage requirements, which
we leave as future work to design suitable scene compression techniques for
geometric-base matching. On the whole, GoMatch and MS-Transformer both
properly balance those three aspects showing benefits in storage, privacy and
absence of descriptor maintenance, and are competitive in accuracy. Compared
to its visual-descriptor SuperPoint counterpart, GoMatch requires only 1.5% of
the capacity to store same scene. GoMatch reduces the average pose errors by
(10.67m, 95.7◦ ) compared to our only prior geometric-based matching work, significantly reducing the accuracy gap to state-of-the-art methods. We hope this
inspires researchers to pursue this line of work.
5.5

Generalization

As our final experiment, we study the generalization capability of our method in
terms of localization in different types of scenes, e.g., indoor and outdoor, and
matching keypoints obtained using different detectors. According to our results
in Table 4, similar to our previous expriments, we outperform BPnPNet by a
large margin achieving (1.43m, 34.7◦ ) lower average median pose errors. Except
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Table 4. Generalization study on 7-Scenes. GoMatch generalizes between different
scene types and detector types and outperforming BPnPNet and PoseNet.

GM

VM

E2E

Method

Storage No Desc. Priv
(MB)
Maint. -acy

Chess

Fire

Heads
Office
Pumpkin
Median Pose Error (m, ◦ ) (↓)

Kitchen

Stairs

PoseNet [35]
DSAC++ [6]
MSPN [4]
MS-Transformer [60]

350
1449
71.1

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

0.32/8.12
0.47/14.4
0.29/12.0
0.48/7.68
0.47/8.42
0.59/8.64 0.47/13.8
0.02/0.50 0.02/0.90 0.01/0.80 0.03/0.70 0.04/1.10 0.04/1.10 0.09/2.60
0.09/4.76 0.29/10.5
0.16/13.1
0.16/6.8
0.19/5.5
0.21/6.61 0.31/11.63
0.11/4.66
0.24/9.6
0.14/12.19 0.17/5.66
0.18/4.44
0.17/5.94 0.26/8.45

Active Search [53]
HLoc [50](w.SIFT [41])
HLoc(w.SP [20])
HLoc(w.SP+SG [51])

2923
22977
22977

✗
✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗
✗

0.04/1.96
0.03/1.13
0.03/1.28
0.02/0.85

0.03/1.53
0.03/1.08
0.03/1.3
0.02/0.94

0.02/1.45
0.02/2.19
0.02/1.99
0.01/0.75

0.09/3.61
0.05/1.42
0.04/1.31
0.03/0.92

0.08/3.10
0.07/1.80
0.06/1.63
0.05/1.30

0.07/3.37
0.06/1.84
0.06/1.73
0.04/1.40

302
397
302
397

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

1.29/43.82
1.25/43.9
0.04/1.65
0.04/1.56

1.48/51.82
1.42/45.09
0.13/3.86
0.12/3.71

0.93/55.13
0.8/50.05
0.09/5.17
0.05/3.43

2.61/59.06
2.33/14.54
0.11/2.48
0.07/1.76

2.15/39.85
1.71/31.81
0.16/3.32
0.28/5.65

2.15/43.00 2.98/60.27
1.68/33.91 2.1/55.78
0.13/2.84 0.89/21.12
0.14/3.03 0.58/13.12

BPnPNet [10](SIFT [41])
BPnPNet (SP [20])
GoMatch (SIFT)
GoMatch (SP)

0.03/2.22
0.18/4.41
0.07/1.91
0.05/1.47

for GoMatch with SIFT keypoints which produces a relatively large 21.12◦ median rotation error in Stairs, we are only slightly worse than our visual-based
matching baselines with SIFT and SuperPoint. Yet, we require only 10/1.7% of
the storage that is required by SIFT/SuperPoint to store maps. We also largely
outperform PoseNet [35] in all metrics for all scenes except for the relatively
lower translation error in Stairs scene, i.e., (0.47m vs 0.58m). Furthermore, we
achieve better pose than MS-Transformer in the majority of scenes, at the expense of a higher storage requirement. The results clearly verify that GoMatch
trained on outdoor scenes (MegaDepth) generalizes smoothly to indoor scenes
(7-Scenes), being agnostic to scene types. Similarly, we also confirm that GoMatch trained with SIFT keypoints generalizes well to SuperPoint keypoints,
being agnostic to detector types.

6

Conclusion

We present GoMatch, a novel sparse keypoint matching method for visual localization that relies only on geometrical information and that carefully balances common practical challenges of large-scale localization, namely: localization performance, storage demands, privacy and descriptor maintenance (or lack
thereof). From all these, the last three are often overlooked. Through a rigorous
architecture design process, GoMatch dramatically surpasses its prior work in
handling outliers, enabling it for real-world localization. Compared to localization pipelines using visual descriptor-based matching, GoMatch allows localization with a minimal 3D scene representation, requiring as little as 1.5/1.7% to
store the same scene. Geometric-based matching brings localization pipelines to
a new level of scalability that opens the door for localizing in much larger environments. We see our work as a starting point for this new direction and we
look forward to inspire other researchers to pursue more accurate and reliable
geometric-based visual localization in the future.
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